EMOTIONAL RESPONSE SCALE

GOD

Oneness with the Universe

Natural Expression / Oneness with all
(Emotional connectedness)

Communication / Intuitive / Self Love

Spirit (Relationship with God) & Self (personality) Communicating

Gratitude / Intellectual & emotional relationship with Source

Daily Devotion / Acts Self Love / Compassionate

Creative expression / Happiness / Abundant

High Awareness / Confidence / Hopeful

Natural Ability to Cope with life experiences
(Discipline of thought pattern & emotional responses)

__ Emotional disconnect ______ FLAT-LINE _______ Unable to feel love or spiritual /natural nature

Prescription medication will contribute to severe drops in frequency leading to suicidal thoughts & or harm to others / unable to feel or rationalize consequences to actions ___________________________

Inability to Cope with life experiences
(Lack of discipline of thought pattern & emotional responses)

Uncontrolled thought patterns/ worry anxiousness
(Addictive Behavior can reveal or increase)

Blaming “outside “self/ searching outside of “self” for worth/love

Sadness in LOW vibration/ Fear/ Helplessness

Anger /Desperation
(Will act out to self & others)

Sadness/ Anxiety
(Addictive Behavior will increase)

Separation 75% from Spiritual nature (Diagnosis of Bi-Polar/ Manic Depressive Disorders)

Schizophrenia
Complete separation from Spiritual nature/ lower vibration attachments)

Evil
(Lowest form of Human Expression. Suicide & harm to others often out of body)

CHAKRA SYSTEM
Energy doorways in astral body, outside physical body where mental & emotional atmospheres are created. It resonates to color & sound & ones perception of life, thought patterns & emotional responses. Every thought & emotional response carries frequency. By understanding how you energetically work you are empowered & respond to your abilities as thinking & feeling being. This system affects every cell & system in the body. The conditions of relationships, perception of life, health & wealth.

Often interpreted through symbolism & metaphors. It creates the magnetic field around you which is the force for the universal law of attraction.

Chakras resonate to a color and vibration. Red can compare to the beat of a drum. When hearing this sound be aware of the area in body that stimulates. Being aware will heighten your awareness of the sense of sound and feeling and your body's response to it. All vibrations of chakras rise to reach the "highest" vibration till it reaches the crown. Imagine the crown as a high pitch melody (angels singing).